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	The LS family of GM engines represents substantial design changes and performance enhancements as compared to the early generations of what I'll generically refer to as the small-block Chevy engine. The LS2 is based on a 6.0L block and is a great choice for a performance build, able to take advantage of a wide range of performance aftermarket components. In this book, I primarily focus on the LS2 version and offer tips on building a performance-oriented engine to be used as either a replacement engine or as a swap engine in a custom, streetrod or muscle car vehicle. This book deals strictly with the build of the engine and does not deal with in-depth tuning or installation into a vehicle.


	This book is intended to provide parts selection, fitting and assembly of the LS engine from a performance standpoint, primarily referring to the 6.0L LS2 as an example. So while I provide a bit of GM factory OE (original equipment) background and info on a number of OE parts that will be needed, the primary focus is building a performance engine, primarily using aftermarket components.


	All LS factory specifications (torque specifications, bearing clearances, etc.) are provided. In order to help illustrate a performance build, I built a specific LS2 as an example, which I refer to as "Project LS2" throughout this book. While I focused on the LS2, all LS engines share essentially the same attributes in terms of clearances and assembly procedures.


	The build I mention involves the use of a new LS2 aluminum block, slightly overbored and with a longer stroke as the basis of the build that produce 625.4 hp and 534 ft-lb (at the flywheel) on an engine dyno. We'll feature performance aftermarket components, including crankshaft, connecting rods, pistons, camshaft, lifters, rockers and cylinder heads. Whether you plan to turn your factory LS2 into a little thumper, or start from scratch with a brand-new block, the information provided here should be of assistance.


	While all LS platform engines are relatively the same, in Chapter 1, I also discuss the differences and nuances of the LS7, LS3 and LS9 engine versions to serve as a reference for your particular project.
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Alternative Sweeteners, Fourth EditionCRC Press, 2011

	Sweeteners are forever in the news. Whether it’s information about a new sweetener or questions about one that has been on the market for years, interest in sweeteners and sweetness continues. Completely revised and updated, this fourth edition of Alternative Sweeteners provides information on new, recently evaluated,...
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Cannabinoids and Neuropsychiatric Disorders (Advances in Experimental Medicine and Biology, 1264)Springer, 2020

	
		This volume highlights the recent advances in the understanding of the endocannabinoid system and the likely benefit from the therapeutic effects of cannabinoid treatment in a variety of health issues.

	
		Archeological evidence has shown that Cannabis has a long history of use for multiple purposes, including the treatment...
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Linux BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	More than 50 percent new and revised content for today's Linux environment gets you up and running in no time!


	Linux continues to be an excellent, low-cost alternative to expensive operating systems. Whether you're new to Linux or need a reliable update and reference, this is an excellent resource. Veteran bestselling...
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Design and Performance of 3G Wireless Networks and Wireless LANsSpringer, 2005
Cellular phones, especially those enabled by second-generation
telecommunication systems, have had tremendous impacts on our daily lives.
In some countries such as India, the number of cellular phone subscribers
has far exceeded the number of wired phone subscribers. Meanwhile, the
Internet has also significantly changed our...
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Neural Networks in Finance : Gaining Predictive Edge in the Market (Advanced Finance Series)Academic Press, 2004
"This book clarifies many of the mysteries of Neural Networks and related optimization techniques for researchers in both economics and finance. It contains many practical examples backed up with computer programs for readers to explore. I recommend it to anyone who wants to understand methods used in nonlinear forecasting." 
 Blake...
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Microsoft Windows 2000 Server Administrator's Companion, Second EditionMicrosoft Press, 2002
When the first edition of this book was published in 2000 coinciding with the  release of the Microsoft Windows 2000 family of operating systems, we were  extremely gratified by the positive reception from network administrators and  others interested in Windows 2000 Server. We're very proud of the book and think  it's a worthwhile resource for...
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